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Jay-Z slams deepfakes

Rapper files takedowns against AI videos
DEEPFAKE videos, produced with artificial intelligence (AI), have prompted American rap artist JAY-Z
to file takedown notices against Vocal Synthesis, the creator of videos that make it look as if he is rapping
Billy Joel’s song “We Didn’t Start the Fire.”
The copyright notices were filed by the
rapper’s company Roc Nation. The Guardian newspaper reported on 29 April that the
notices said: “This content unlawfully uses
an AI to impersonate our client’s voice.”
Voicing
The YouTube-hosted video has been
removed along with another showing JAYZ voicing the “To be or not to be” soliloquy from Shakespeare’s play “Hamlet.”
However, at the date of The Guardian’s
report there was another of the rapper voicing the Book of Genesis.
In another deepfake video using the
simulations of the voices of Barak Obama
and Donald Trump, Vocal Synthesis said
they had “no malicious purpose” and were
“disappointed that JAY-Z and Roc Nation
have decided to bully a small YouTuber.”

JAY-Z

The 50-year-old Brooklyn-born rapper,
whose real name is Shawn Corey Carter,
founded his record company Roc-A-Fella
Records in 1995, released his first album
the following year, created the clothing
retailer Rocawear in 1999 and started the
luxury sports bar chain 40/40 Club in 2003.
He has sold more than 50 million albums
worldwide.
Banned
California banned deepfake videos in
2018 and Facebook banned them in January. However, the technique has its supporters, such as the digital access advocate
Creative Commons, which The Guardian
quoted as saying: “It is ill-advised to force
the application of the copyright system—an
antiquated system that has yet to adapt to
the digital environment—on to AI.”
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GERMAN prosecutors are investigating a
local company for fraud after it was bought
by American investor Warren Buffett for
about four times its value.
Wilhelm Schultz, a family business that
manufactures stainless steel, was sold in
February 2017 to Precision Castparts Corp,
a division of Buffett’s investment vehicle
Berkshire Hathaway Inc. for €800 million.
However, an anonymous tip-off in May
2017 alerted the US holding company that
key documents on which the sale was based
may have been faked.
An arbitration court in New York ruled
on 9 April that the German company, based
in Krefeld, had created documents that inflated the worth of the business. It said:
“The evidence strongly points to fraud.”
The German newspaper Handelsblatt
cited documents suggesting that employees
of Wilhelm Schultz had inflated the company’s earnings by scanning letterheads to

create fake orders and invoices for at least
47 deals.
The New York court determined that the
German company was worth no more than
€157 million and ordered it to pay back the
difference of €643 million.
The state prosecutor in Dusseldorf, Germany, is investigating Wilhelm Schultz for
suspected forging of documents.
It is not publicly known what level of
due diligence was completed before the
transaction.

Warren Buffett
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ShareAction presses investors

Asset managers ignore abuses
ASSET managers have been accused of paying lip service to human
rights issues in a report issued by ShareAction, a UK-based charity that
focuses on how companies treat their employees, their supply chains and
other stakeholders.
The report noted, for example, that 84 percent of asset managers have no public policy
against buying sovereign bonds from countries
under international sanctions for human rights
abuses.
The report named Fidelity Investments, VanInequalities
guard and JP Morgan Asset Management as
Felix Nagrawala, senior analyst at institutions that are not holding to account the
Felix Nagrawala
ShareAction, was quoted in the Fi- companies in which they invest.
nancial Times on 18 May saying: “As
the Covid-19 pandemic shines a
brighter light on the reality of labour
market inequalities and imbalances in
access to basic services, it also marks INDIA’S most wanted man appeared in a bank accounts frozen and an Interpol
a critical opportunity for asset manag- London court via video link on 11 May. notice issued for his arrest.
ers to step up and play their part in Nirav Modi, 49, a billionaire jeweller,
Celebrities
ensuring that human and labour rights allegedly orchestrated a £1.5 billion
Modi owns jewellery brand Firestar
are protected.”
fraud against the India state-owned Pun- Diamond, which Forbes said was worth
jab National Bank.
$1.7 billion in 2017. He has supplied
Standards
He was arrested in March 2019 in jewellery to celebrities such as the model
According to the charity, few asset
London when a Metro Bank employee Rosie Huntington-Whiteley and the achouses take meaningful steps through
identified him when he tried to open an tress Priyanka Chopra.
votes at annual meetings or discusHis court appearance was the first of
account. He had been living in a £17,000
sions with companies about adhering
a month flat and was operating a new five that will determine whether he will
to international standards.
diamond business despite having had his be extradited to India.
The report, released on 14 May,
claims that few of the world’s biggest
fund managers are taking action to
mitigate abuses at companies in
which they invest.

UK court considers Modi extradition

Documentary exposes art crooks

Fugitive mastermind ‘forgives’ ex-partner
KNOWN as the Bonnie & Clyde of art fraud, Glafira Rosales and José Carlos Bergantiños Diaz are the
subjects of a new documentary that is expected to be released in the US and UK in the autumn.
With the help of forger Pei-Shen
Qian, who lived in Queens, New York,
Ms. Rosales sold $80 million worth of
fake modern masters between 1994 and
2008, including works supposedly by
Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko and Willem de Kooning. They were mostly
bought by the prestigious Knoedler Gallery, which closed its doors in 2011.

Pei-Shen Qian

Filmmaker Barry Avrich’s documentary “Made You Look” includes
one of the first public appearances of
Mr. Diaz since the arrest of Ms. Rosales
in 2013 for tax evasion. US authorities
said she sold about 63 works over a 15
year period and charged her with failure
to declare $12.5 million of income.
Ms. Rosales, now 63, pleaded not
guilty and claimed the paintings came
from two collectors. However, FBI
investigators determined that one did
not exist and the other had never owned
the paintings in question.
She later changed her plea to guilty
and told authorities that her boyfriend
Mr. Diaz had used threats to coerce her
into the scheme. The New York court
agreed that Diaz was the mastermind
but ordered Ms. Rosales to pay back
$32.2 million.

Speaking to the documentary-maker,
Mr Diaz said: “Glafira was the ambitious one. She loved fancy clothes and
fancy parties.” Mr. Diaz, 64, has been
fighting extradition from Spain since
2014. He added: “I forgive her and she
is the mother of my daughter and I wish
her the best.”
Mr. Diaz said he met the painter Mr.
Qian at the Arts Students League in
New York. In court filings US authorities said that Mr. Qian produced scores
of paintings and drawings that were
represented as newly discovered works
by major artists. Some of the proceeds
went to bank accounts in Spain controlled by Mr. Diaz.
In the course of making the film, Mr.
Arich tracked down Mr. Qian in Shanghai where he insisted he didn’t know the
paintings were being sold.
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US targets ‘Thousand Talents’ plan

Government charges academics with China ties
CHINESE academics working in America have been targeted by the US Justice Department for not disclosing their ties to a Chinese government programme.
Under the Thousand Talents programme the Chinese government awards
grants to encourage Chinese academics
abroad to form relationships in China.
On 8 May Professor Simon Ang, 63,
who was the director the University of
Arkansas’s High Density Electronics
Center, was arrested and charged with
wire fraud. According to court filings,
he had obtained more than $5 million in
US government grants, but had not told
the university that he also worked for
Chinese technology companies.
The university has suspended Ang
who has been jailed without bond. If
convicted he could be sentenced to 20
years in prison.
In another case on 11 May, Dr. Xiao
-Jiang Li, a former professor at Emory
University in Atlanta, Georgia, pleaded
guilty to a felony charge of filing a false

tax return that omitted about $500,000
that he received from the Thousand Talents programme. He was sentenced to a
year’s probation and ordered to pay
$35,000 in restitution.
Vigilant
John C. Demers, the head of the US
Department of Justice’s national security division, said in a statement: “The
Department of Justice remains vigilant
over programmes such as the Thousand
Talents programme that recruits professors and researchers to work for China.”
Last year the FBI arrested a researcher named Zaosong Zheng whose
visa had been sponsored by Harvard,
accusing him of planning to smuggle
cancer cells from the US to China for
research.
The US Department of Education
reported that it was investigating Har-

Professor Simon Ang
vard and Yale universities for failure to
disclose $375 million in funding from
China, Russia, Iran and other countries
adversarial to the US.

Abu Dhabi Emir sues London property managers
THE EMIR of Abu Dhabi has accused
its former property managers in London
of making fraudulent payments amounting to £32 million.
The latest judgment in the case was
published on 1 May and is a setback for
the Emir’s lawyers. Mr Justice Roth
ruled that material from an earlier attempted mediation is admissible.

The case was brought in the High
Court by Berkeley Square Holdings,
which owns £5 billion worth of properties in London. It is ultimately controlled by Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al
Nahyan who is also president of the
United Arab Emirates.
Berkeley Square is suing Lancer
Property Asset Management, which had

worked for the Emir for 16 years before
being dismissed as manager of the London estate in 2017.
Hearing
Lancer’s directors deny the claims
brought against them by the royal family. The case is scheduled for an 18 day
hearing next year.

US objects to losing IP rights
A VACCINE solution for the Coronavirus has become a battleground between the World Health Organization (WHO) and the US government in
its efforts to protect intellectual property rights.

Ellen ‘t Hoen

The WHO passed a resolution intended
to support poor countries that would need
to ignore patents in order to have access to
Covid-19 vaccine or other treatment.
Overruled
While the US did not vote against the
resolution, it issued a statement objecting
to the so-called Doha Declaration in which
officials of the World Trade Organisation
agreed that governments could overrule
intellectual property rights during a public
health emergency.
In its objection to the language of the
resolution, the US said that it recognises

“the critical role that intellectual property
plays in incentivising the development of
new and improved health products.”
On 20 May the Financial Times reported that African ambassadors to the WHO
in Geneva said that US diplomats wanted
to water down the language of the resolution, but that they had refused to do so.
The FT reported that Ellen ‘t Hoen,
director of the research group Medicines
Law & Policy, recalled that it had taken a
decade for African countries to get affordable medicines for Aids and that in that
time millions of people had died.
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Coronavirus: a thief in the night

Good times for counterfeiters, bad for Yakuza
By Jeff Katz, Chief Executive, Bishop Group
CORONAVIRUS stole into our vocabulary like a thief in the night, silently taking away normality in our working lives,
our relationships and our pleasures. As
an organism it has no intent, no reason
and no goal. But it has opened doors for
criminals and opportunists who, unchecked, will compound the damage it
does.
In March the European police organisation Europol published a report titled
“Pandemic Profiteering: How Criminals
Exploit the COVID-19 Crisis.” In the
foreword to the report, Europol’s Executive Director Catherine De Bolle wrote:
“Organised crime groups are notoriously
flexible and adaptable and their capacity
to exploit this crisis means we need to be
constantly vigilant and prepared.”
Between 3 and 10 March Europol
launched Operation Pangea which involved 90 countries. In the course of the
operation authorities seized 34,000
counterfeit surgical masks as well as €13
million worth of potentially dangerous
pharmaceuticals. French law enforcement authorities identified websites offering the sale of COVID-19 blood spot
tests. The Fraud Investigation Unit of
the Romanian Police seized 1,900 medical masks imported from Brazil that did
not meet required standards.
Scams
The US has seen a dramatic increase
in scams involving email addresses,
phones and websites. In April the US
Federal Trade Commission warned citizens not to respond to online communications claiming to provide information
about cheques from the government.

for the difficulties being endured by the
Yakuza, the Japanese organised crime
groups whose drug dealing, prostitution,
blackmail and protection rackets have
not produced their usual level of income.
According to a Sky News interview
with Jake Adelstein, a Tokyo-based
journalist, young members of the Yakuza are having a hard time making the
money demanded by their bosses. They
have been selling masks at high prices to
small retailers, but according to Adelstein “it hasn’t been very profitable for
the gangs.” And while there isn’t a nationwide lockdown, not many people are
visiting the brothels. Adelstein said that
Yakuza’s elders are considering whether
to suspend “dues” from young members.

Yoshinori Watanabe, leader of the
Yamaguchi-gumi yakuza group
Credit: Kyodo via AP Images

how and where their money is being
spent in the efforts to buy ventilators,
masks and other essential supplies—and
whether agencies are being forthright
about their efforts.” The editorial added:
“Far too often officials have sought to
alter or disregard FOIA laws to obscure
government conduct or mismanagement.”

Another victim of the crisis in America is the Freedom of Information Act.
The laws at Federal, state and local levels are meant to give the press and public access to information held by government agencies, but many of them are
delaying or ignoring requests. The US
State Department, for example, told a
BuzzFeed reporter that it was suspending FOIA compliance indefinitely.

In the UK the justice system has had
to adapt to the new environment in both
the civil and criminal courts. The Lord
Chief Justice has rejected the idea of
juries deliberating over video links, but
in a recent judgment Deputy High Court
Judge Daniel Alexander stated that “the
wheels of justice should keep turning at
their pre-crisis rate.” Trial by jury was
effectively suspended on 23 March in
order to adhere to social distancing, creating a backlog of cases that may take
years to clear. There is a provision in
the Criminal Justice Act 2003 to allow
trials without juries, but it has never
been brought into force.

As The New York Times wrote on 12
May: “Taxpayers have a right to know

Of course, amid all the coronavirus
chaos you may wish to spare a thought
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However, all is not lost for the Japanese crime lords. According to another
expert, Tomohiko Suzuki, “the price of
marijuana and stimulants have risen to
nearly double in some areas.”
The likelihood of higher costs was
also cited for opiates such as cocaine in
a recent report by the UN Office on
Drugs and Crime. Production in Afghanistan, which accounts for 82 per
cent of the world’s illicit opiates, may be
affected because of the reluctance of
people to travel during the March to
June harvest season. Even synthetic
drug production has been hindered in
Mexico with prices reportedly having
doubled between January and March of
this year.
Balkans
But while fewer drugs and higher
prices may lead to a reduction in drug
trafficking, the report warns that organised crime groups in the Balkans are
moving from the drug trade into counterfeit medicines and cybercrime.
The battle against the pandemic and
the crime it produces will not be won at
a single stroke, whether by the arrest of
a drug lord or the production of a vaccine. In the words of Financial Times
columnist John Paul Rathbone, both can
at best become “latent but controlled.”
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